
We are currently looking to hire a Pool Master to join our team for the upcoming summer season, in 
a luxurious Yacht Club combining an iconic 64m infinity edge swimming pool, restaurant and bar; 
fine dining restaurant and wine bar; nightclub; and a waterfront oasis beach bar.   

In this role, you will be responsible for PMYC Pool deck and restaurant wait staff, including waiters, 
bartenders and cleaning staff, as well as with events at the PMYC or in Porto Montenegro village as 
required. 

Key duties and responsibilities include, but are not limited to: 

▪ Directing activities of service team and constantly monitoring all areas to ensure service and 
product standards are met. Performing daily team briefing to ensure information is distributed 
evenly; 

▪ Training and evaluating team members in service procedures, selling techniques and POS 
system processing. If necessary, taking disciplinary action in accordance with PMYC 
standards, vision and objectives and in consultation with senior management; 

▪ Ensuring hygiene standards and cleanliness is maintained in all front of house areas, including 
bathrooms and showers, PMYC lounge and restaurant, and that any corrections are performed 
or communicated to senior management; 

▪ Performing opening and closing checklist of PMYC Pool ensuring that venue is ready for 
operation, including pool and deck furniture setup, bar stocking and restaurant setup; 

▪ Communicating with reception regarding reservations and special requests to ensure 
expectations are met; 

▪ Registering and processing any payment transaction at PMYC, performing check-in and out 
with wait and bar staff apparel and souvenir items, reporting sales in accordance with 
company’s policy; 

▪ Acting as a host in all areas of the PMYC, maintaining visibility in front of house areas 
maintaining a high profile with clients and guests. Constantly obtaining guest feedback during 
operation to ensure high guest satisfaction while taking ownership of guest complaints and 
handling professionally; 

▪ Advising PMYC Operations Manager of staffing needs to ensure adequate coverage of all 
areas; 

▪ Developing and recommending creative promotional programs to maximize revenue and 
service targets. Planning and implementing an effective sales plan and promotional activities; 

▪ Enforcing personal grooming and physical appearance standards of staff, and ensuring 
compliance with company’s policy; 

▪ Checking in with each member of the restaurant team on a daily basis and monitoring the 
overall mood and operation of the team; 

▪ Performing related duties as assigned by superior. 

A successful Pool Master will have the following: 
 

▪ High School degree required. Hospitality education preferred; 
▪ Minimum 3 years of experience as a waiter, of which minimum 1 year in a supervisory role; 
▪ Excellent written and spoken English, additional languages a plus; 
▪ Strong motivation skills and the ability to establish and nurture relationships with guests and staff; 
▪ Knowledge of common IT programs including Excel, Word and Power Point.  

 


